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Calendar
Events
April 1
TBA
April 8

2018 ARRL AM Rally 80-10 meters
2018 Spring Skywarn Presentation
2024 Next Solar Eclipse in North
America

* OfEquipment
the Month

 Many members and guests - 3 Officers and









12 members - Began with intros, call signs,
biographies, and shoe sizes. KA1SUN
and N1ESK were guests. Great meeting.
N1ESK, Dave Matthews, representing
NESMC☺, spoke about repeaters and the
council.
Steve asked members to bring noise producing devices ie, LEDs, wall warts, DC powered
bunion buffers, etc. to next month’s meeting.
Chuck will expand his knowledge of his SDR
receiver to bring to a future meeting for noise
detecting exploration session.
Fran Boudreau, N1EUC, talked about new
Low Frequency technology and the Utility
Technology Council, and how to apply online.
He also discussed sending out cards to area
licensed hams inviting them to club activities.
Chuck continues developing SOVARC site.
Eric, KA1SUN, shared his 5 gig DNR kit.
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This is a portable AM/FM/Shortwave battery powered radio, Radio Shack 20-658. This is one of many
carry along radios with fairly wide AM Broadcast - FM band and everything in between multimode receivers
handy for receiving noise from varied frequencies. Online only at Radio Shack N.O.S. $39.95

☺ NESMC New England Spectrum Management Council - Frequency allocation and more.

Meeting Minutes Continued from Page 2

 Eric, KA1SUN, demonstrated his DNR
Go Kit to an enthusiastic audience.
 The meeting concluded at 8:30 PM.
Photos are courtesy of Glenn Burt,
KA2DTH

Visitors from other Ham Clubs expand our
learning and enjoyment of this incredible
hobby.
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SOVARC DIRECTORY
Club Officers
President:
Steve Hearns, KA2PTE
techforce@ureach.com
Vice President:
Chuck Watson, WA1NBU
K1SV@sovarc.org
Treasurer:
Bill Clark, W1BVT
802-440-9876 w1bvt@hotmail.com
Secretary:
Bob Collins, KB1NFQ
802-447-7990 rgcbjc@gmail.com
SOVARC Repeater K1SV 146.835
PL Tone - 100.00 hz
Bear Run Rd - Shaftsbury, VT
Repeater Manager - Chuck Watson
WA1NBU
802-688-3550
K1SV@sovarc.org
Asst. Manager Mike Lachant - N1HSJ
802-447-1425 1wizz@comcast.net
SOVARC on the Web
www.sovarc.org
Webmaster:Chuck Watson WA1NBU
K1SV@sovarc.org
Volunteer Exam Sessions Contact:
Nelson Brownell - WB1HBA
802-823-5656 brown@rpi.edu
SOVARC Membership is $20 annually
Payable at our meetings or send to:
Bill Clark
207 Maple Street
Bennington, VT 05201
Editor: “The SOVARC Report”
Bob Collins - KB1NFQ
802-447-7990 rgcbjc@gmail.com

SOVARC and Friends E-Mail List
Art Haytko - K2IIR
k2iir@arrl.net
Arnie Russell - KB2MHR
hammerradio@yahoo.com
Al Margadonna - KA1IEG
ka1ieg@wildblue.net
Anthony Bartholdi - KC1GGA
tony16@comcast.com
Ben Runnels - KB1PCI
kb1pci@sovarc.org
Bill Clark - W1BVT
w1bvt@hotmail.com
Bob Collins - KB1NFQ
rgcbjc@gmail.com
Bob Dawson - W1VY
rusty110_2000@yahoo.com
Bob Hain - WA2VYZ
wayne.hain@comcast.net
Chuck Watson - WA1NBU
K1SV@sovarc.org
Dave Latchum - W1VR
w1vr73@gmail.com
Ed Ransom - WA1MAG
edrans@live.com
Ed Landry - WA1ZAM
lastone01247@yahoo.com
Eric Mazur - KA1SUN
We need update
Fran Beaudreau - WB1EUC
keyscat@hotmail.com
Frank Davignon - KB1HZM
kb1hzm@yahoo.com
Frank Pulaski - WT1B
frank@classypages.com
Glenn Burt - KA2DTH
ka2dth@arrl.net
Greg Fox - KD2FWE
foxy23nhfd@gmail.com
Jon Meigs - WB1AJJ
joncin91@stny.ny.com
John Moyant - KC1FXX
moyant@mac.com
Judd Eichorst –KC1CSQ
eich.judd@gmail.com
Ken Lanoue - N1RZ
n1rz@hotmail.com
Mandy Kent - AI1A
bookowlsnest@gmail.com
Mark Beck - K3MFB
markfbeck@comcast.net
Michael Lachant - N1HSJ
1wizz@comcast.net
Mike McKamey - K7EVO
mmckamey@comcast.net
Mike Meehan - N3TYA
brvfd51@gmail.com
Mike Morneault - KB1YLL jesusdiedforme@comcast.net
Mike Powloka - KT1Q
mikedlk@live.com
Nelson Brownell - WB1HBA
brown@rpi.edu
Paul Vincent - W2IDF
tango5five@yahoo.com
Peter Hayes - K2AEP
haystk@localnet.com
Randy Horn - N1SP
randyN1SP@gmail.com
Robert Elias - K1PLK
renb57@gmail.com
Roland Stiner - NK2U
nk2u@comcast.net
Roy Mattison - N1TBB
mattison71@yahoo.com
Steve Hearns - KA2PTE
techforce@ureach.com
Steve Martin - KB1VSL
steve.r.m101@gmail.com
Sue Coulter—KC1CSP
vtbratt66@gmail.com
Sue Richie - N1NOP
olepato@comcast.net
Skip Teker - NC2T
Bigt101@roadrunner.com
Steve Loftus - KA1ROI
stevejloftus@gmail.com
Stewart King - KB1IQN
sbk1967@hotmail.com
Ben Wurmfeld - KC1HRN
bwurmfeld@svc.edu
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Two Days of the Week Are Important
to all SOVARC members.
Sunday evening is the 10 Meter
Net hosted by Chuck Watson,
WA1NBU, at 28.333 mHz at
8:00 PM.
Monday Evening is the 2 Meter
ARES Net hosted by a net control
person each week at 146.835 mHz
(PL Tone 100 hz), at 7:00 PM.
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ARES NET SCHEDULE

The Bennington County ARES District 5 Net
is held every Monday evening at 7:00 PM on
the SOVARC 146.835 mHz repeater.
Access to the repeater requires programming
a 100 Hz PL tone. All ARES group members
should be taking a turn at “Net Controller”. It
is good practice and spreads the opportunity.

October, November, December, January

ARES Net Controller Schedule
March
03/05 W1BVT
03/12 KB1NFQ
03/19 N1RZ
03/26 W1BVT

Bill
Bob
Ken
Bill

April
04/02 KB1NFQ
04/09 N1RZ
04/16 W1BVT
04/23 KB1NFQ
04/30 N1RZ

Bob
Ken
Bill
Bob
Ken

5/07
5/14
5/21
5/28

May
W1BVT
KB1NFQ
N1RZ
W1BVT

Bill
Bob
Ken
Bill

6/04
6/11
6/18
6/25

June
KB1NFQ
N1RZ
W1BVT
KB1NFQ

Bob
Ken
Bill
Bob

W1BVT, Bill Clark,
is the District
Emergency Coordinator.

What is ARES?
The Amateur Radio Emergency Service (ARES) consists of licensed
amateurs who have voluntarily registered, their qualifications and equipment for communications duty in the
public service when disaster strikes.
Every licensed amateur, regardless of
membership in ARRL or any other
local or national organization, is eligible in the ARES. The only qualifications, other than possession of an
Amateur Radio license, is a sincere
desire to serve. Because ARES is an
amateur service, only amateurs are
eligible for membership. The possession of emergency powered equipment is desirable, but not a requirement for membership.
There are four levels of ARES organization: National, Section, District, and
Local are the designations. National
emergency coordination at ARRL
Headquarters is under the supervision
of the ARRL Field and Educational
Services Manager, who is responsible
for advising all ARES officials regarding their problems, maintaining contact
with federal government officials concerned with amateur emergency communications potential, and in general
with carrying out the League’s policies
regarding emergency communications. ARRL State Emergency Coordinator, Paul Gayet has indicated that a
40 year overhaul of ARES organization is coming soon. Watch this
space.

Remember the
100 Hz PL Tone
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Sweden Doesn’t Like
High Power Hams
Swedish Telcom Regulator
Considering Charging Hams A Fee to
run more than 200 W
Swedish Post and Telcom Authority
(PTS) is considering lowering the transmitter output power for general Amateur
Radio stations to 200 W P.E.P. Under a
set of wide-ranging proposed regulatory
changes affecting many radio services,
radio amateurs who want to run higher
power would have to
apply for a license and pay an annual fee
of about $33.00.
Amateur Radio licenses were eliminated
in Sweden in 2004, and Amateur Radio in
Sweden is “permission free,” but perspective radio amateurs still must pass an examination, typically arranged by Sweden’s International Amateur Radio Union
(IARU).
A certificate and a call sign, valid for life,
are issued without any future fees. The
maximum permitted power on most HF
bands is 1 kW; that power level would not
necessarily be guaranteed under an Amateur Radio license, and conditions could
apply.
The PTS’s rationale is that requiring a license for radio amateurs who want to run
more than 200 W will make it easier to
trace any interference that those transmitters may cause.
“The matter is widely discussed in Sweden,” Henryk Lotowski SM0JHF, told
ARRL, “since there is quite a few opponents to permission free operation.”
http://qrznow.com/swedish-telecoms-regulatorconsidering-charging-hams-a-fee-to-run-more-than-

resulting in, in their eyes, a degrading of
quality and discipline on the air.” SSA is
planning to comment on the proposal. The
deadline is March 30.
www.arrl.org/news/swedish-telecom-officials-consider….

HF Noise – NØGW
This portion of an article by Gary Wescom,
NØGW, covers a topic of wide discussion
in Ham circles. Much of this is info that isn’t
new to hams, but covers the subject in an
easy to grasp way. It was written in 2007.
“Lately, a new source of man-made noise
has been showing up. In an effort to reduce overall electric power consumption
throughout the world, electronic equipment
manufacturers are being required to
change the AC power supplies in their
equipment to using switching technology.
Switching power supplies are prolific radio
noise generators unless excellent shielding
and filtering is used. It is likely that some
portion of those switching power supplies,
especially in cheap consumer equipment,
will leak RF noise.”
“Above ground power lines are a major
problem. We often have little choice but to
live next to them. While some newer housing developments have their electrical supply service run underground, most of us receive our power from above ground power
distribution lines. Minimizing noise pickup
from power lines requires that we install our
antennas as far from them as practical.
Even a few additional feet can make a difference.”
“Power line noise comes from two different
kinds of sources. Appliance and electrical
equipment at other locations generate
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electrical noise that is transported along
the power company transmission lines.
Notice the name “transmission lines”.
They operate as transmission lines for
60 hz AC power in the same way that
our coax and open wire transmission
lines operate to carry RF energy to and
from our antennas. Unfortunately,
power company transmission lines are
very leaky at ham RF frequencies so
any electrical noise introduced onto
them eventually radiates to be picked up
by our antennas.”
“The second kind of noise conducted
along radiated by utility power lines is
that created by the transmission line
equipment. Loose pole top hardware is
the most significant problem. In spite of
ham and CB folklore, power line transformers are very seldom a significant
noise source. The electro static fields
around the high voltage power lines is
sufficient to cause arcing across corrosive oxide layers between loose nuts
and bolts and for that arcing to be coupled into the power lines for unwelcome
delivery to your antenna. Modern power
line installation hardware is designed to
minimize metal-to metal contact points
and eliminate flexible joints. Even with
new hardware, power line hardware
generated noise is still possible. Fortunately, electric utility companies are
largely responsible for eliminating power
line generated radio noise.”

“Externally generated noise can be reduced using directional antennas and/or
moving them away from potential noise
sources.”
“Eliminating potential feed line problems
should always be part of any noise elimination campaign. Loose coax shield
connections will allow electrical noise
from source in your house and ham
shack to enter the cable and be heard on
your receiver. Make sure all coax connectors are properly soldered and tightened.”
“There are also receiver operating techniques that can minimize the impact of
noise. Internal receiver noise can sometimes be overcome to a degree by turning
on a preamplifier. External low noise preamps are available in case internal preamplification is inadequate.”
“Using bandwidth control, match the
bandwidth of the signal you are attempting to hear. Wider receive bandwidth will
obviously allow more noise to pass
through the receiver without increasing
how much of the desired signal is heard.”
“Your receiver’s S-Meter needle should
drop to zero when you disconnect your
antenna. You should, however, still be
able to turn your receiver’s RF gain to
maximum and adjust the AF gain to hear
a smooth hissing sound. That is the receiver’s internal noise.”

What To Do About All This Noise
“Noise is a fact of life when operating HF
radio. The trick is to recognize its
source and take whatever action is necessary to minimize it or its impact. Internal receiver noise can be overcome by
putting up a better antenna so more signal is being supplied to the receiver.”

“If when you reconnect an appropriate
antenna to your transceiver you do not
hear a significant increase in noise on
any of the bands below about 20mHz,
you may have a receiver problem. Then
again you may have an antenna problem
or one of those rare times when there is
low radio noise as may occur during a
7
large solar flare.”

“Above about 20 mHz, nighttime ionospheric conditions during the bottom
years of a sun spot cycle may be such
that very little noise may be heard. In
general though, modern ham transceivers are sufficiently sensitive that antenna
noise can be heard on any antenna that
is suitable for efficient transmission on
the frequency you are listening on.”
“Once you have determined that the
noise you are hearing is arriving via your
feed line, the next step is to determine if
the source is nearby or distant. Nearby
noise sources can often be reduced.
Distant sources can only be reduced by
making your antenna system less sensitive in the direction in which the noise is
arriving. This typically means using a
directional antenna.”
“Figuring out whether your noise is
nearby or not is usually not difficult.
Check whether your S-meter drops below about S1 or S2 when the band you
are listening on is supposed to be
closed. That would mean daytime on
160 and 80 meters and nighttime on 20
meters and above. If the noise is still
strong when a band is supposed to be
quiet, your noise source is almost certainly close by.”
“Noise from distant sources is common
on all HF bands but is especially noticeable on 160 and 80 meters. Even in very
quiet rural locations where daytime
noise levels on these bands is very low
with the S-meter needle lying near the
bottom stop all day, nighttime levels will
commonly be in the S5 to S7 range even
without lightening storms.”

closest potential noise sources are those
in the ham’s house and ham shack.
The simplest way to determine if the
source of your noise problem is in your
own home is to power your transceiver
from a battery and open all the circuit
breakers to your house. If the noise
drops to a low level or goes away, turn
breakers on one at a time until the noise
returns. Find the device or appliance on
that circuit and repair or replace it.”
“Of course, life would be easy if our
noise problems always come down to
locating a single faulty item and disconnecting it. What often happens with new
HF station installations is that there are
multiple household noise sources.
These can be things such florescent light
fixtures, TV sets, and computer equipment. Finding and eliminating the
strongest noise source will unmask the
next loudest noise source, and so on.”
“Once you have eliminated your own
household noise source, it is time to
move outside. Examine the area around
your antenna. Is there a nearby power
line that may be radiating noise that it
has conducted from some other location? Power lines are notorious
radio noise radiators.”
“It is often difficult to determine whether
noise coming from power lines is
created by the power company equipment or being introduced by equipment
at a nearby customer’s property. A simple method for finding the general area
where a noise source is located is to
carry a portable receiver through the
area to find the area with the loudest
noise.”

Finding Nearby Noise Sources
“For most ham antenna installations, the

“If you determine that the probable noise 8

is at a nearby home or business, eliminating it may be difficult if you are not on
friendly terms with the owner. While a
home or business owner is legally responsible for eliminating radio noise that
interferes with licensed radio services,
knocking on a door and quoting federal
law is probably not going to be well received. A better approach is to ask them
if they have been experiencing radio or
TV interference. They usually will be if
the source is on their property. Tell them
you have noticed interference so are
searching for the source and noticed the
noise was loudest at their location. Explain that you are not only concerned
about the noise, but that there may be an
appliance or other piece of equipment
likely to catch fire or shock someone.”
“Never perform any electrical operations
such as opening and closing circuit
breakers on other people’s home or
equipment. Do not touch their electrical
equipment. Most of all, do not attempt to
repair anything. At most, you can offer
informal advice. Touching any of their
equipment could make you legally responsible for anything that goes wrong
with that equipment.”
That article continues on, but what this
editor has tried to include is what the author, Gary Wescom, delineated about
tracking noise. It’s not the best treatment of the noise issues we face, but
does touch the surface of our common
plague in amateur radio…. noise interference.
radio.n0gw.net/radio10.pdf
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Smart Meters Could Be
Overbilling You by a
Whopping 582%
A few years ago, when I was concerned
with the noise which I believed was emanating from my newly installed Smart Meter, I called the wonderful people at Green
Mountain Power and asked them to reinstall my old electro-mechanical power
meter. When it’s removal only slightly improved noise to the old Icom, I asked my
neighbor to do the same. Wonderful chap
that he is, he agreed, and with that meter
swapped out, close to my dipole, I subsequently heard a real electronic noise reduction.
The following article from Natural News
sheds other revealing news on smart meters which members might like to know.
It’s not only quiet reception hams get
cheated out of, it’s dollars as well.

A research team from the Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences documented billing
inaccuracies in a paper that reviewed the efficacy of so-called “smart” electric meters, ranging from –32 percent to +582 percent of the actual power consumed in a monthly period.
Ironically, the overbilling is mostly due to older
power-savings features because they introduce
line noise that interferes with the wireless signal and thereby ‘confuses’ the meters.
Static, or electronic, energy meters are replacing the conventional electromechanical meters.
Consumers are sometimes complaining about
higher energy readings and billings after the
change to a static meter. Electromagnetic interference has been observed between active
infeed converters used in photo-voltaic systems
and static meters. Reducing the interference
levels eliminated inaccurate reading in static
meters.
In all, five of nine smart meters that were tested
provided readings that were substantially
greater than the real amount of energy utilized,
while two actually gave lower readings than the
amount of power consumed.
Researchers found the biggest discrepancies
when they joined dimmer switches with LED
and energy-saving light bulbs.

“Most people understand that utility bills
are a necessary evil if they want to live in
the modern world - even if utility bills eat
up a large portion of monthly income.
That said, few are willing to pay more than
they should be paying, and yet, according
to a stunning new report, some people are
paying more than they should…a lot
more.

Upon finishing their experiments, researchers
then took apart the tested smart meters to see
if they could find what was causing the massive
deviations. In the process, the three man team
of researchers found that the meters which provided the dramatically higher rates used a
Rogowski Coil in the construction, while meters
that gave artificially lower readings employed
Hall Effect sensors. But, both modes of construction inaccurately measured the actual
amount used.” Huh ! !
http://wisemindhealthybody.com/naturalnews/smart-meters
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Open Space….for now.
But watch for….
(Are you ready?)

March 2018 Meeting Agenda
by Steve Hearns
 Robert Hain WA2VYZ should
be on hand this month to
demo his ham clock which
came from QST magazine.
 Chuck Watson, WA1NBU,
may have part of his noise
lab project ready for this
month’s meeting. We should
know for sure by the weekend. So gather together all
your “Chinese noise generators” and prepare to get them
professionally analyzed.
 See you at the meeting.

This will be a ready space
for listing any of your
equipment for sale or
swap.
Please, notify the SOVARC Report a
week before the issue date with any
details and photos.
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President’s Notes
March, 2018

Editor’s Notes
March, 2018

Hi,

Greetings,

Looks like we are off to a fresh new start.
Last month’s meeting was very interesting.
It had good participation and has me thinking of some new possibilities for future
meetings.

Consider the article you hopefully just
read concerning noise interference:
Was it too long? Was it appropriate?
Was it helpful, if not for the fact that the
problem outlined above, has bothered
radio amateurs for a long time.

Fran WB1EUC had a lot to say at that
meeting, and may have a projector we can
utilize for the club. Thanks Fran and welcome back.
Superb job by Eric KA1SUN, the president of NOBARC over in Pittsfield, MA
with his transverter and other gear he
brought over.
The 1st “Hams ‘n Food” event at Madison’s (before the meeting) was attended
by myself and Dave N1SEK, who visited
us from the West River Radio club in
nearby Townshend, VT. I was able to get
a table but the place was pretty crowded.

I continue to solicit your comments for
improving the newsletter. I am asking
for your comments admitting that I can
accept criticism. Really ! ! Lay it on
me ! ! I can take it ! !
Best regards,
Bob - KB1NFQ

I may pick a different place for the next
one. If anyone has suggestions on a local
establishment, let me know. I will make the
announcement on the web version of the
President’s corner here.
http://sovarc.org/the-presidents-corner

Thank you all,
Steve - KA2PTE
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The SOVARC Report
Southern Vermont Amateur Radio Club
Bob Collins - KB1NFQ Editor
12 Greenview Drive
Bennington, VT 05201
Email: rgcbjc@gmail.com

Emperor Penguins on the March in March, Marching

Next SOVARC Sponsored
VE Exam Session
To Be Announced
Bennington Library
Bennington, VT 050201

July
Meeting
March
Meeting
7/26/2017
March 28, 2018
Next
SOVARC
Meeting
Next
SOVARC
Meeting
Join us
Join Us On
April
25, 2018
Probably
August
23, 2017

Photo ID and copy of current license
(if licensed)
All originals CSCE’s
Check for exam cost

Regular SOVARC
“Regular”
SOVARC Club
Club Meetings
Meetings are
held
on
the
fourth
Wednesday
of of
each
are held on the fourth Wednesday
month
7:00 PM
at the
eachat
month
at 7:00
PMLibrary
at the at 101
Silver
St.
in
Bennington,
VT.
Library at 101 Silver St. in Meetings
are open to VT.
anyone
with anare
interest
Bennington,
Meetings
open in
Amateur
Radio.
to anyone with an interest in
Amateur Radio.

For additional information contact:
Art Haytko K2IIR 802-442-1563

For
Formore
moreinformation
informationcontact:
contact
Bob
Collins
KB1NFQ
447-7990
Bob Collins KB1NFQ 802-447-7990

Please bring the following items:
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